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We may have to accept a ‘good enough’ COVID-19 vaccine, at least in 2021
• Initial results of COVID-19 vaccine trials have been positive.
• But no vaccine will be perfect in ending the pandemic, write three health professors.
• Individuals, governments and regulators will need to think through safety, efficacy and equitability concerns.

• Australian health minister Greg Hunt said recently the government is on track to deliver COVID-19 vaccines from 
March 2021.

• US biotech firm Moderna has just announced its COVID-19 vaccine has 95% efficacy, following on the heels of Pfizer’s 
claimed 90% efficacy and the Russian Sputnik V vaccine’s 92% efficacy, albeit based on limited data and yet to be 
peer-reviewed.

• We’ll likely see more preliminary results from other vaccine trials reported in the media in coming weeks and 
months.

• While an effective vaccine will provide the best chance of controlling the disease, it is sadly not so simple. No vaccine 
will be perfect or end the pandemic instantly. The first vaccines are also likely to have significant limitations.

• The issue is how good a vaccine is good enough? We also need to think about what imperfections we — as 
individuals, regulators or governments — will be prepared to accept.

How safe is safe enough?
• Safety is the major concern. Vaccines are designed to be given to very large numbers of healthy people. This means 

even an extremely rare, serious adverse event, when applied to a population of millions, can produce major harm.
• Short-term trials on small population samples relative to the numbers expected to receive the vaccine may also not 

be able to pick up relatively rare but important risks. This is a problem we may not be able to avoid because the only 
way to find out is to give the vaccine to large numbers of people and then allow long periods of time to elapse, for 
any long-term adverse events to become evident. 

• Efficacy — the vaccine’s ability to produce clinical and public health benefits — is also uncertain. There is no 
guarantee vaccines under development will provide significant protection for those in most need, such as people in 
older age groups or those with existing medical conditions. 
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• With less commuting and clearer skies, the COVID-19 pandemic is an opportunity to rethink our cities.
• National governments need to work together with city administrations and people to form good policies.
• Cities are engines of growth: they create jobs, alleviate poverty, and are key to achieving the Sustainable 

Development Goals. This is particularly important for developing countries, which are urbanizing at a much faster 
pace compared to developed countries.

• History shows us that cities have also dealt well with past pandemics and epidemics, from the Great Plague, to 
cholera, Ebola, and SARS, when they are managed and governed well.

• The impact of the present global crisis triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic is still evolving and is multi-dimensional, 
combining health, economic and social crisis. The urban poor have been hit the hardest. The fault lines of inequity 
and poverty have been vividly exposed and have deepened with the economic impact of the pandemic.

• The World Bank estimates that some 100 million people have been pushed back into poverty, wiping out much of 
the gains of the last few years. Cities in developing countries, with some 1 billion people living in dense and 
overcrowded informal settlements, with poor access to basic services, have been hit the hardest.

• The future of cities has become uncertain and constrained by diminishing revenues due to the economic downturn 
and already limited infrastructure services.

• However, time and again cities have proved to be resilient and have emerged stronger, showing they can build back 
better and improve the lives of city dwellers. Seoul, South Korea, controlled the spread of Covid-19 through rigorous 
contact tracing, widespread testing and mandatory isolation. This was possible due to the existing foundations of 
transparency, accountability and solidarity which allowed the city to use mobile phone data, CCTV coverage and 
credit card data to track infected persons. The city demonstrated accountability and transparency by sharing 
information and appropriate solutions.

• City leadership, smart citizens, feedback loops, strategic planning, transparency, strong institutions, and a culture of 
integrity are the key pillars of good governance. Robust city planning and management depend on these. Vertical 
and horizontal co-ordination across all levels of government are critical. They enable city governments to tailor an 
efficient response, develop a relationship of trust with communities and consult multiple stakeholders as they 
device their policies and plan for action.
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Foot Locker smashes profit, sales estimates; temporary store closures resume
• Foot Locker Inc. delivered strong top- and bottom-line growth in the third quarter with profit and same-store sales 

blew past expectations.
• The athletic footwear and apparel retailer also reported that more than 10% of its global brick-and-mortar fleet is 

temporarily closed as a result of restrictions to deal with the new wave of COVID-19. 
• Foot Locker’s net income rose to $265M, or $2.52 a share, in the quarter ended Oct. 31, from $125M, or $1.16 a 

share, in the year-ago period. Excluding non-recurring items, such as a gain from a higher valuation for a minority 
investment, adjusted earnings per share grew to $1.21 from $1.13, beating analysts’ expectations of $0. 63. 

• Sales rose 9.0% to $2.11B, above estimates of $1.95B. Same-store sales rose 7.7%.

Online grocery sales will increase by nearly 53% this year
• Grocery ecommerce is continuing to have a moment as more consumers get in the habit                                          

of shopping this way.
• As we know, the pandemic has accelerated the shift to ecommerce—and that’s nowhere                                              

more evident than in the grocery category. Online grocery sales in the US will grow by                                       
nearly 53% in 2020, reaching $89.22 billion in sales. That’s an increase of $30.86B from a                                   
year prior.

• By 2023, online grocery sales will reach $129.72 billion and will account for nearly 10%                                     
of total grocery sales.

• Amid the pandemic, millions of US consumers have dipped their toes into online grocery                                       
shopping for the first time. Meanwhile, those who made a few online purchases here                                           
and there pre-pandemic began to rely on these services even more.

• We forecast there will be 131.0 million digital grocery buyers in the US this year—a                                            
41.9% increase from 2019. And we don’t expect this habit to go away anytime soon. In                                         
fact, the number of digital grocery buyers will continue experiencing steady growth                                          
through the end of our forecasting period in 2023, reaching 147.4 million.
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COVID lockdown threatens shipping demand – are we borrowing too much demand from the future?
• Europe locked down in March. Many U.S. states followed suit in April. Demand for containerized cargo and oil 

evaporated overnight. Now, much of Europe is closed once again. U.S. business restrictions are tightening. COVID 
hospitalizations are reaching new heights. And ocean shipping demand is at risk of a relapse.

• There is “significant uncertainty given rising lockdowns,” warned Clarksons Platou Securities in its shipping outlook 
this week.

• Nationwide restrictions are in place in France, Germany, the U.K., Poland and much of Europe. Italy and Spain have 
regional lockdowns.

• In the U.S., business restrictions are increasing by the day. They range from bans on indoor dining to capacity 
limitations at retail stores and closures of theaters and gyms. 

• According to Evercore ISI, the COVID crisis is “really grim                                                                  
and set to get worse. … cases and fatalities have blown                                                                      
through our estimates and no doubt are headed higher.

• “The COVID crisis is likely to intensify in the coming weeks,                                                                
leading to more shutdowns but not lockdowns,” Evercore                                                                       
wrote in a client note. As a result, Evercore ISI cut its Q1                                                                 
2021 GDP growth forecast to 3% from 5% previously.

• The risk for tanker shipping is that demand for diesel,                                                                      
gasoline and — in particular — jet fuel will decline. That                                                                      
will make an already bad rate environment even worse. “A lot of issues are tied to travel,” said Diamond S Shipping.

• The risk for container shipping is that U.S. goods consumption will drop off due to non-service business restrictions 
and/or declining consumer confidence.

• An enormous number of box cargoes are already en route. The Port of Los Angeles’ preliminary estimate is for 
835,000 TEUs in December, up 12% year-on-year, after which it expects a pre-Chinese New Year bounce in January.

• If COVID slashes demand in the middle of the order cycle, importers will wind up with too much inventory in 2021.
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Dollar Tree in ‘very good start’ to holiday amid strong Q3; to renovate 1,250 stores
• Dollar Tree reported third-quarter sales and earnings that beat estimates and sounded an upbeat note about the 

holiday season.  
• “We are just over three weeks into our important fourth quarter and we are off to a very good start, with same-store 

sales at both banners currently tracking above reported third-quarter levels,” said Mike Witynski, president and CEO, 
Dollar Tree.

• The discounter’s net sales increased 7.5% to $6.177B in the quarter ended Oct. 31, beating estimates of $6.129B.
• Total same-store sales increased 5.1%. Same-store sales for Family Dollar increased 6.4%. Dollar Tree same-store sales 

increased 4.0%.

Lobsters are a prawn in the trade wars
• TradeVistas has named the lobster the “2020 person of the year” in international                                             

trade. It’s a well-deserved honor. The lobster is at the center of a trade war that will                                        
go down as one of the most compelling cases of the futility of tariff politics.

• American lobster and lobster fishers got caught in a trade war being fought on multiple                                      
fronts. The United States is battling China on one major front and the EU on                                                 
another, but – as is typical in trade wars – it’s lobster production in another country                                         that’s 
winning the war. In this case, Canada.

• Tariffs are the root cause of the trade war, but not in the way you might think. China’s                                     
tariffs on U.S. lobsters are in retaliation for President Trump’s China tariffs over intellectual                            
property. The EU didn’t raise its tariffs on U.S. lobsters, but rather lowered them on Canadian ones as part of their 
free trade agreement. In other words, U.S. lobsters were never meant to be the target of either Chinese or EU 
protectionism. China hit American lobsters with a 25% tariff when President Trump rolled out his China tariffs under 
Section 301. This hurt, but then China moved to lower its lobster tariff at the World Trade Organization (WTO), and 
this hurt even more. In particular, China slashed its most-favored-nation (MFN) tariff to 7% while imposing retaliatory 
tariffs on U.S. lobster of as much as 40%. American lobsters were effectively priced out of the market.
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Walmart using stores to fulfill some online holiday orders
• Walmart is leveraging its vast brick-and-mortar network to bolster its capability to quickly deliver online holiday 

purchases.
• The discount giant has created a program that routes some orders from its e-commerce site to be fulfilled straight 

from its brick-and-mortar stores. Walmart will use existing local delivery capabilities to get orders to customers faster, 
while reducing the load on its online fulfilment centers.

• Direct-from-store fulfillment of online orders is the latest in a series of a steps Walmart has taken to ensure prompt 
delivery of holiday packages. The company is taking space in existing regional distribution centers (RDCs) and creating 
pop-up e-commerce distribution centers, or eDCs, to meet its growing demand for delivery of online orders directly to 
customers. Walmart expects to ship up to 30% of its holiday volume from pop-up eDCs.

• Meanwhile, chief Walmart rival Amazon has reportedly been using fabric tents to create temporary delivery stations 
to support last-mile delivery of packages during demand surges since April 2019. Amazon is also leveraging its 
Amazon 4-star and Amazon Books brick-and-mortar locations as physical pickup points for online holiday orders.

Panic Buying Returns on COVID-19 Jump
• Households across the U.S. are once again filling grocery carts brimful in a                                                 

second round of panic buying as the virus surges and states clamp down on                                                    
economic activity. Defensive purchasing is affecting everything from paper                                                   
towels to bacon. Even the world’s biggest retailer is reporting shortages of                                                 
high-demand items, including cleaning supplies, breakfast foods — and the                                                       
most important commodity in any bathroom.

• “It really does have everything to do with what’s happening with Covid                                                       
cases in any particular community,” Walmart’s said. “We’re going to be able                                                  
to respond in this instance better than we did in the first half of the year,                                                
although we’re still — as a total supply chain — stressed in some places.”

• The new wave of pantry stockpiling hits about eight months after the March boom.
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Walmart corporate employees to work remotely until July 5, 2021
• Bentonville-based Walmart said its corporate workforce in the U.S. will not return to their offices until July 5, 2021, 

at the earliest. The memo from Donna Morris, chief people officer at Walmart, went out to employees.
• Walmart said COVID-19 cases have continued to rise across the U.S. including areas where a majority of the retail 

giant’s corporate employees work — Arkansas, California, New Jersey and New York.

No-deal Brexit would wipe 2% off UK economy and delay recovery by nearly a year
• A no-deal Brexit would wipe a further 2% off UK output as the battered economy reels from the coronavirus 

pandemic, the UK's fiscal watchdog has warned.
• Grim forecasts from the Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) found that failure to secure a trade deal with the EU 

would hit GDP by 2% in 2021, and 1.5% after five years.
• It had already predicted that output would fall by 4% in the long run compared to staying in the EU - even if Britain 

hammers out a new trading relationship by the time the transition period ends in December.
• A no-deal scenario would also delay recovery from the coronavirus pandemic by nearly a year to summer of 2023, 

the watchdog said.

Loblaws' new fees for CPGs: Raises big questions about the future of trade relations
• Loblaws recently advised many suppliers that starting Jan 3, 2021, it will add several new fees in order to keep costs 

down for consumers as CPGs press for product price increases and as a way to have brands share in its 5-year, $6 
billion plan to invest in stores and ecommerce infrastructure.

• These new fees are targeted at big brands and include an additional 1.2% charge to current in-store promotion or 
shelf placement fees; an increase from 0.85% to 0.97% for deliveries to Loblaws distribution centers; and an increase 
from 0.26% to 0.30% for deliveries to stores. (Farmers and small brands are currently exempt.)

• No surprise, the new fees are causing a lot of concern among CPG companies, especially because they are becoming 
more common in the Canadian grocery business. In July, Walmart Canada imposed similar fees, and a buying group 
that works with Metro has demanded manufacturers give them the same discounts Walmart is receiving.
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Ascena Retail selling Ann Taylor, Loft and other brands for $540 million
• Ascena Retail Group has entered into a deal that will greatly boost Sycamore Partners’ retail portfolio.
• The bankrupt retailer has entered into an agreement to sell its remaining brands — Ann Taylor, Loft, Lou & Grey and 

Lane Bryant — to  Premium Apparel LLC, an affiliate of Sycamore Partners, whose holdings include Belk, Talbots, The 
Limited, Hot Topic and Torrid. Sycamore will acquire the Ascena’s brands for $540 million on a cash-free and debt-free 
basis, subject to certain adjustments, and the assumption of certain liabilities.

• Ascena, which filed for bankruptcy in July, said that Sycamore has committed to “retaining a substantial portion of the 
retail stores and associates affiliated with these brands.” As of August 29, Ascena operated 1,500 stores throughout 
the U.S. in addition to e-commerce sites.

Parent company of U.K.’s Topshop goes into bankruptcy
• The formerly high-flying Arcadia Group has come back down to earth with a thud.
• The parent company of the Topshop, Miss Selfridges and Dorothy Perkins brands, has gone into administration, the 

British equivalent of bankruptcy.  Arcadia, which has more than 500 stores in the U.K., will continue to operate as it 
seeks buyers for all or some of its assets, reported The Guardian. The company said it had called in administrators 
from Deloitte after the pandemic “severely impacted” sales across its brands.

• The collapse of Arcadia is the biggest British corporate failure of the pandemic and brings to an end the storied retail 
career of British tycoon Sir Philip Green, who is not expected to bid for any of the company’s assets, according to the 
report. 

Nielsen predicts Amazon entry into U.S. CBD retail
• E-commerce behemoth Amazon is likely to get involved in hemp CBD U.S. retail, according to a forecast revealed 

during the Hemp Industry Daily Forum as part of the cannabis industry’s flagship conference, MJBizCon.
• Sales of hemp CBD products are expected to grow to nearly $7 billion by 2025, and a federal ruling on CBD regulation 

will bring bigger players like Amazon and other established brands into the CBD fray, Rick Maturo of Nielsen Global 
Connect told event attendees.
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UP to open Twin Cities intermodal terminal
• Union Pacific Railroad last week announced the opening of a Twin Cities intermodal terminal, which will launch 

intermodal service to Minneapolis in January 2021.
• The new service will feature domestic intermodal movements between Minneapolis/St. Paul and Los Angeles, UP 

officials said in a press release.
• "We are excited to introduce an intermodal terminal strategically located in the heart of the Minneapolis/St. Paul 

metropolitan area that offers efficient access to Union Pacific's intermodal network," said Kenny Rocker, executive 
vice president of marketing and sales. "This new marketplace alternative will give regional shippers and receivers 
fast, direct and reliable intermodal service to key markets."

• The new terminal is located at 525 Kasota Ave. SE in Minneapolis. UP plans to evaluate additional service 
expansion opportunities into facility throughout 2021.

Add Local Delivery Service to Drive More Online Sales
• According to our consumer trends data, more than half of North American                                                      

buyers say the pandemic has changed the way they’ll shop going forward.
• One breakout trend is increased support for small and local businesses, with                                                 

more than half of consumers specifically seeking out local, independently                                                    
owned businesses. Nearly a third of buyers say they’ve bought something                                                      
online and had it delivered locally during the first three months of the                                                     
pandemic. Local delivery is a great way to connect with nearby customers, drive sales, and provide a great 
customer experience. 

• In ecommerce, local delivery allows customers to buy your products online and have you deliver them straight to 
their doorstep. Local delivery serves as an alternative to both shipping with a carrier and in-store shopping. It has 
been particularly impactful for merchants and customers alike in a world where shipping carriers are experiencing 
increased delays and in-store shopping still carries risk. With local delivery, businesses can offer thoughtful 
shopping experiences for their local customers and help generate sales and revenue.
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Will the physics add up for near-silent, ion-propelled cargo drones?
• Florida's Undefined Technologies claims it has managed to increase the thrust levels                                         

of ion propulsion systems to "unprecedented levels" with its "Air Tantrum"                                                   
technology, enabling near-silent drones with no moving parts, that look like flying                                             
pallets.

• All aircraft propulsion systems provide thrust by moving air or another propellant,                                          
and for the vast majority of drones that means some kind of fan or propeller                                                 
spinning angled blades to push air through and create thrust in the opposite                                                 
direction. Ionic propulsion, on the other hand, is entirely electromagnetic.

• The process uses a high-voltage electric field to ionize the nitrogen and oxygen molecules in the air, liberating 
electrons to create, primarily, a lot of positively-charged nitrogen molecules. These are drawn toward a negatively-
charged electrode, usually in the form of a flat screen grid, and as they accelerate, they bang into other air molecules 
and bump them in the same direction to create an ionic wind.

• Undefined Technologies says it has got ionic propulsion working on something considerably bigger: a large, square 
drone standing about 2 feet high and about 4 feet per side, at our estimates. It looks like a stack of pallets, but the 
company has released video of this thing undertaking a brief, wobbly flight.

• The company says its device flies at less than 7 decibels, softer than the sound of breathing or rustling leaves.

C-Store Master to Open Robotic Distribution Warehouse
• Convenience distributor C-Store Master broke ground on a 120,000-square-foot automated warehouse on Oct. 6.
• The $12-million facility is scheduled to open in the first quarter of 2021 and will be the only one of its kind in the 

United States, according to the company.
• The warehouse, located in Huntsville, will create 40 jobs for which C-Store Master will be hiring over the next few 

months.
• C-Store partnered with global technology company Geek+ to incorporate three robot technologies in the new 

warehouse to improve accuracy to 99.99%. The multi-level shuttle system is the first of its kind in the Southeast.
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Aldi UK extends Deliveroo trial to 130 stores
• Aldi’s on-demand delivery trial with Deliveroo is being extended to 130 Aldi stores across the UK, a sharp increase 

from the current 42 stores. Shoppers within a 6km radius of participating stores can select from around 400 
grocery items. Orders are placed through the Deliveroo app, with products picked and packed by Aldi before being 
delivered by Deliveroo’s network of riders. A delivery fee of GBP 4.99 is applied.

• The partnership that started only in May this year has expanded rapidly, signaling a real willingness from Aldi to 
embrace fulfillment within its model to support sales momentum. It is now scaling quickly, having already 
announced the extension of click and collect to more than 200 additional stores. In taking these steps, the UK 
business is emulating its US counterpart, with Aldi US now offering nationwide delivery via Instacart from 2,000 
stores (95% of network) as well as curbside pickup from 700 locations. Further UK expansion is therefore a strong 
possibility in 2021.

• While the addition of more services challenges the low cost, low complexity model, discounters are recognizing 
the need to compete online to maintain relevance and sustain long-term growth. For selected brands, the channel 
remains a significant route towards incremental growth, but with it comes a need to operate within a low-cost 
structure while meeting rising expectations on supply chain flexibility.

Loblaw partners with Gatik on autonomous delivery
• Loblaw has partnered with Gatik to deploy a fleet of autonomous delivery vehicles in Toronto, Canada in January 

2021. The vehicles will provide a delivery solution for transporting multi-temperature goods from Loblaw’s 
automated picking warehouses to its stores across the greater Toronto area. While Gatik has a partnership with 
Walmart in the US, this deployment marks the first autonomous delivery fleet in Canada.

• While most autonomous delivery initiatives are focused on the last-mile, Loblaw is seeking to drive greater 
efficiencies within the ‘middle-mile’. The delivery vehicles optimize the supply chain with the vehicles working 
seven days a week, moving goods multiple times a day, allowing Loblaw to keep up with increasing demand for its 
PC Express online orders fulfilled from its stores. Elsewhere, JD.com has shown how autonomous vehicles can help 
to increase supply chain efficiencies, recently accelerating its autonomous delivery program in China.
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Reefer capacity tapped out prior to vaccine release
• The national reefer — industry slang for temperature-controlled                                                                 

trailers — rejection index (ROTRI) topped 48% for the first time                                                                
since the index’s creation this week, which could move even                                                                  
higher once the vaccine for COVID-19 begins being distributed                                                                   
in the coming months. This means that shippers that utilize                                                                  
temperature-controlled equipment should be prepared to                                                                          
continue paying premiums for this service for the foreseeable                                                                
future. 

• Reefer capacity, which tends to cost about 10% more per load on average than its dry van counterpart, has become 
even more divergent over the past three months. From May 1 until the middle of August, reefer rejection rates 
increased at a similar pace to dry van tender rejections — climbing an average of 29 basis points (bps) per day 
compared to van’s 22.

New regional trade deals to help China ‘sustain its advantages’ in global supply chains
• China is set to remain a key player in global supply chains, thanks to a combination of factors ranging from the 

coronavirus pandemic to new trade agreements.
• China and 14 other countries signed the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) this month, forming 

the largest trade pact in the world.
• When implemented, RCEP creates a common standard for defining the source of a product, which “helps anchor 

China in regional supply chains, serving as a potential counterweight to disruptions from trade tensions and the 
pandemic,” said Michael Hirson at consultancy Eurasia Group.

• The pandemic has accelerated businesses’ adoption of digital tools to increase manufacturing efficiency, a trend 
which might not have happened as quickly without market pressure, said Zhu Caihua, deputy director at the 
Ministry of Commerce’s Institute of Foreign Trade Research.
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Walmart to enhance last-mile capabilities with JoyRun assets
• Walmart has purchased JoyRun's select assets in a bid to incorporate its peer-to-peer food and drink delivery 

service into its own last-mile logistics.
• Since the coronavirus outbreak, the food delivery channels have seen a shift in the customer’s order decisions. 

Reliance on digital technology has further paved the way for online delivery methods. And with the holiday season 
coming in, consumers are likely to add more demands for online shopping. The online orders will also see an extra 
rise in the areas where the virus cases are high. Hence, going forward, the focus will be on delivering on-the-
ground great customer service. As such, Walmart has decided to purchase select assets of JoyRun to enhance its 
supply chain. This acquisition comes as retailers globally continue to add grocery e-commerce capacity. The assets 
include the company talent, technology platform, and IP. The deal will incorporate JoyRun’s peer-to-peer food and 
drink delivery service into Walmart’s last-mile logistics.

• In a field which is dominated by Amazon Restaurants, Uber Eats, DoorDash, Postmates, and Waitr, Joyrun works 
differently by enabling users to pick up and deliver items for friends and neighbors. It is used as a last-mile delivery 
platform by over 500 companies with over 30,000 people serving as ‘runners’. These runners can either charge a 
fee for the service or can do it as a favor. They even have the option to waive their fee for specific community 
members.

New Jersey: London Bridge is Falling Down
Several “project stakeholders” in New Jersey’s passenger rail network—Governor Phil Murphy, U.S. Senators 
Menendez and Booker, NJ Transit and Amtrak—have expressed “strong reservations” about the feasibility of proposals 
in an independent report prepared by London Bridge Associates and released Nov. 23 by the Gateway Program 
Development Corporation on the Hudson Tunnel Project portion of the Gateway Program. Basically, they saying that 
one new tunnel must be constructed and placed in service prior to shutdown and rehab of one of the two existing, 
110-year-old tunnels. Interestingly, two of the stakeholders are GDC officials. “I have been clear from the beginning 
that we need to build a new rail tunnel under the Hudson River, in addition to rehabilitating the existing tunnel,” said 
Menendez, Ranking Member of the Senate Commerce, Science & Transportation Committee, Transit Subcommittee. 
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You will need a ‘Covid-19 passport’ to fly international in the future
• Global airline lobby IATA is working on a mobile app that will help travelers demonstrate their coronavirus-free 

status, joining a push to introduce so-called Covid-19 passports as vaccines for the disease near approval.
• The Travel Pass will display test results together with proof of inoculation, as well as listing national entry rules and 

details on the nearest labs, the International Air Transport Association said Monday. The app will also link to an 
electronic copy of the holder’s passport to prove their identity.

• A test programme will begin with British Airways parent IAG SA this year before arriving on Apple devices in the first 
quarter and Android from April, IATA said. Travelers will be able to share their status with border authorities or 
present a QR code for scanning.

• Qantas said Monday a Covid-19 vaccination will be a necessity for its international passengers. Chief Executive 
Officer Alan Joyce told Channel 9 in Australia he has discussed the idea with other airlines, and it’s to become a pre-
boarding requirement around the world.

Amtrak posts $801 million operating loss in FY2020
• Just prior to the pandemic hitting the United States in March, Amtrak was on track to break even financially for the 

first time in its history and achieve record ridership in fiscal-year 2020.
• Instead, facing unprecedented challenges related to the pandemic, Amtrak posted a fiscal-year 2020 operating loss 

of $801 million on total operating revenue of $2.3 billion, down 32 percent compared with FY2019 revenue. The 
national intercity passenger railroad provided 16.8 million customer trips in 2020, a year-over-year decrease of 15.2 
million trips compared with last year.

• Amtrak worked steadily over the past fiscal year to prioritize rider safety, advance infrastructure and fast-track 
technology improvements, even as the pandemic caused unprecedented declines in ridership and revenue, Amtrak 
officials said yesterday during a press conference.

• The railroad pivoted quickly to ensure riders and employees remained healthy, while also continuing to focus on 
improving intercity passenger rail for the future, they said. A restructuring during FY2019 helped put the railroad in 
a position to deal with its current pandemic-related challenges, said Amtrak Chairman Tony Coscia.
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Transborder freight moved by rail down in September
• Transborder freight moved by rail between the United States and Canada and                                                   

Mexico fell 6.9% to $13.8 billion worth of goods in September compared with                                                  
September 2019, the U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics reported.

• Freight moved by rail dipped 0.3% between August and September, according                                                    
to a BTS press release.

• Freight moved by all modes of transportation between the three nations rose                                                  
3.2% to $96.4 billion worth of goods in September compared with August's level,                                              
but was down 4.9% compared with September 2019's level.

• Rail was the second-most used mode in September. Trucks were the most-used                                                      
mode, moving $63.5 billion worth of goods in September, up 4.3% from August’s                                                
level but down 0.8% year over year.

KFC China launches 5G driverless food trucks. We're finally in the future.
• In China, KFC rolled out 5G autonomous vehicles which allow customers to purchase                                            

their favorite meals without any pesky                                                                                       
human interaction.

• The driverless vehicles were spotted near a                                                                                  
metro station in Shanghai.

• How does it work? Customers place an                                                                                         
order on the screen and pay. Then a door                                                                                     
opens for the customer to collect their food. 

• Simple and effective. 
• The Neolix vehicle supports Level 4 of autonomous driving which allows it to drive itself and avoid obstacles. It has a 

mileage of 100km on a single charge and a maximum speed of 50km/h.
• Probably the most convenient feature is that it's battery can be swapped in 30 seconds without any tools needed.
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Solving the dry ice challenge for COVID vaccine
• Express delivery and logistics giant UPS said it has invested in machines to produce dry ice for transport and storage 

of frozen COVID-19 vaccines, while Switzerland-based SkyCell revealed a new ultracold container that enables larger 
vaccine shipments by air because less dry ice is required.

• The new investments come as governments and industry are racing to prepare for a massive logistics campaign to 
distribute billions of vaccine doses around the world, with early candidates requiring robust cold-chain capabilities 
because of their extreme temperature sensitivity.

• UPS, one of a handful of top-tier logistics companies involved in the initial delivery rush of vaccines, said its health 
care supply chain unit can now produce up to 1,200 pounds of dry ice per hour at the company’s Worldport package 
hub in Louisville, Kentucky. 

• Several vaccine candidates show great promise, but the first two being considered by the Food and Drug 
Administration for emergency use authorization must be stored at extremely cold temperatures to maintain their 
stability. Pfizer and German partner BioNTech require their vaccine to be kept at minus 94 degrees to minus 112 
degrees Fahrenheit before being thawed for use. Moderna says its vaccine can be kept at minus 4 degrees Fahrenheit 
— common for a typical freezer.

• Dry ice can keep Pfizer’s product at the required temperature for 10 days unopened. 
• To further enhance its vaccine distribution capabilities, UPS said it will deliver                                           

ultra-low-temperature freezers made by Stirling Ultracold to smaller point-of-care facilities                                   
that require a longer-term freezing solution that dry ice. The two mini-models can protect                                      
vaccines requiring ultra-low temperatures ranging from minus 4 to minus 112°F.

• Stirling Ultracold of Athens, Ohio, says it is working with several pharmaceutical                                           
companies currently involved in COVID-19 development to build a fleet of ultra-light                                            
freezers capable of storing approved vaccines within various temperature ranges, and                                         
that the small size could be a big asset in less developed countries that lack the                                           
transportation and power infrastructure needed for large deep freezers.
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Canadian agency issues report on Montreal port's Contrecoeur terminal project
• The Impact Assessment Agency of Canada has released a draft report of its analysis of the Montreal Port Authority's 

(MPA) proposed Contrecoeur container terminal project.
• In planning for more than 30 years, the expansion of the port in                                                             

Contrecoeur, Quebec, is now needed because Canadian importers and                                                            
exporters continue to increase their activity, particularly in Quebec and                                                    
Ontario, agency officials said in a press release.

• The MPA will proceed with the report's analysis and reiterate its                                                            
commitment to implement "exemplary" mitigation and compensation                                                              
measures. It also will remain attentive to agency requests during the                                                        
project's design, construction and operation, agency officials said.

• The new terminal project is expected to support the growth of the container market over the next few decades, 
they said. Located in an industrial zone, the Contrecoeur land reserve was acquired by the MPA over 30 years ago. 
With the support of the Canada Infrastructure Bank and private partners, the port intends to develop a new state-
of-the-art container terminal that can handle 1.15 million 20-foot equivalent units when completed.

Boatloads of Cargo Off Los Angeles Grind Gears of World Economy
• A flotilla of almost a dozen cargo vessels sits anchored just south of Los Angeles this weekend, waiting for berth 

space. Around the twin ports of L.A. and Long Beach, shipping containers are already stacked five and six high —
the maximum the fire department will allow.

• “Anywhere you go, there are just containers everywhere,” said the Harbor Trucking Association, an industry group 
in Long Beach representing carriers who haul the steel boxes to and from the ports. “It’s maddening.”

• The perfect storm is swamping the busiest gateway to the U.S. economy heading into the holiday season: Labor and 
equipment shortages are colliding with the still-healthy purchasing power of American consumers — all 
complicated by a worsening pandemic that’s making workers and employers extra-tentative. Truckers are struggling 
to keep up with the wave of record imports.
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Passenger Ferry Viking Grace Refloated in Aland Islands
• A Viking Line passenger ferry with 400 passengers and crew on board has ran aground in Finland’s Aland Islands.
• The Finnish Board Guard reported that the ship, the Viking Grace, is “firmly aground” but stable near Mariehamn and 

first responders are on site.
• The ship is reported to have 331 passengers and 98 crew on board. No injuries                                                

or fuel leaks have been reported.
• As of now, all passengers and crew remain on board the vessel, but                                                           

preparations are in place in case the Captain calls for the evacuation of                                                    
the passengers.

• The Viking Grace is notable for being the first vessel to use a combination                                                  
of LNG fuel and “rotor sails”, a form of wind propulsion, to reduce fuel consumption, making it one of the most 
environmentally friendly ferries in the world.

FMC to investigate carriers’ role in port congestion
The FMC’s order drew immediate support from organizations representing truckers and agricultural exporters, who have 
testified about carrier practices they say contribute to port congestion and bottlenecks in the international supply chain.

Carriers levy congestion surcharges on Chinese reefer imports
MSC said its surcharge will be levied on reefer shipments from Europe, while CMA CGM said its surcharge will apply to 
worldwide reefer shipments to Tianjin, including from the US.

Port of Oakland sees volume grow by more than 10%
The Port of Oakland saw its October imports grew 10.4% year-on-year, despite containerized export volume overall 
falling by 0.5% during the same period. The Port attributed the jump in imports to the pandemic changing consumer 
spending habits. It said consumer products are driving the strong import performance from Asia. In turn, this is causing 
retailers to continue stocking up fearing a second wave of factory shutdowns.
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Ocean Infinity Orders Eight Remote-Operated Ships at VARD
• U.S.-based subsea exploration company Ocean Infinity has signed                                                                 

shipbuilding contracts for eight shore-controllable vessels in what is                                                          
being described as a major step forward in the development of                                                                
unmanned and remotely-controlled vessel operations.

• Contracts for the design and construction of the eight vessels was                                                           
signed with Norwegian designer and shipbuilder Vard, which is part                                                           
of Italian-based Fincantieri.

• The new 78-meter-long vessels are described as a multi-purpose platform with features including shore-based 
remote control, light crewed or uncrewed operations, and alternative fuel-capability such as green ammonia.

• The vessels are planned to join the fleet of Ocean Infinity’s new marine robotics company Armada, which is in the 
process of building a fleet of nine 21-meter and 36-meter vessels at Vard. Armada’s nine smaller vessels are already 
in production and expected to operational by early 2021.

• The first 78-meter vessel is expected to launch in mid-2022 with all eight deliveries to be completed by the end of 
2023, according to Vard. The vessels will be constructed at the Vard Vung Tau shipyard in Vietnam, with design and 
engineering currently ongoing at Vard Design and development of the onboard control systems at Vard Electro in 
Ålesund, Norway.

Container line profits soar as service plunges
Rates and demand on the major east–west trades out of Asia have remained at high levels deep into the traditional slow 
season, driving up profitability and leaving shippers with the check.

EU to spend nearly $1 trillion on offshore wind
The European Commission's Green Deal will add 288 gigawatts (GW) of offshore wind capacity to Europe's grid by 2050, 
along with 40 GW in tidal and floating solar energy generation.
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All but two Chinese ports see TEU increase in 2020
• All but two of China’s biggest ports saw TEU throughput increase year-on-year (YoY), according to the Ningbo 

Shipping Exchange.
• Only the ports of Dalian and Shanghai experienced dips in volume, with traffic at each falling by 38.2% and 1.7% 

respectively in the first nine months of 2020.
• Dalian was also the only major port in China to suffer a drop in YoY volume October YoY, with traffic falling by 58%.
• Tianjin was the best performing major Chinese port when TEU was measured between January and September and 

saw its TEU throughput increase by 5.6% YoY, with a 9.3% increase in October YoY.
• Shenzhen was the best performing port and saw its October TEU traffic increase by 21.7% YoY, closely followed Ningo 

and Zhoushan, where TEU traffic increased by 21.5%. However, Shenzhen’s January-September traffic only increased 
by 0.2%. and Ningbo and Zhoushan’s jumped by 2.4%.

• Between January-October 2020 container throughput at Chinese ports was 217.2 million TEU, an overall year-on-
year (YoY) decrease of 0.03%.

PortMiami enjoys record TEU traffic
• PortMiami enjoyed its busiest month on record with a 1.5% year-on-year                                                          

(YoY) increase in TEU volume in October.
• In a statement, the Port said it processed 107,088 TEU in October 2020                                                       

compare to 105,573 TEU in October 2019, despite effects of the COVID-19                                                         
pandemic.

• 2020 has been a tumultuous year for US ports, which have suffered the                                                        
lingering effects of the trade war with China, as well as plummeting                                                         
imports due to the pandemic.

• This was particularly true of those on the West Coast in the early months                                                    
of the year, but volumes have recovered since and some have also                                                             
enjoyed record traffic.
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Container Ship Strikes Grounded Vessel off Indonesia
• The Cypriot-flagged containership Tina 1 went aground in the Singapore                                                          

Strait overnight after striking an Iranian containership that has been                                                       
aground in the area for the past six months near Batam. 

• The 67,270-ton containership was reported to be sailing from Singapore to                                                       
Jakarta loaded with 4,096 TEUs. The nature of the incident and what lead                                                     
up to the allision and grounding are unknown, and an investigation by the                                                    
Indonesian authorities is under way.

• The Indonesian Ministry of Transportation reported that the incident occurred just before midnight. Two patrol 
boats were dispatched to “carry out surveillance and security to the scene.” 

Container Crunch Means It Pays More to Sail Empty to Asia
• Shipping carriers seeking to capitalize on the most lucrative trade routes are returning empty cargo containers to 

Asia, contributing to freight rates that have soared to record highs.
• Because the carriers aren’t first loading the boxes with exports before returning to Asia, the practice is pushing 

“demand for containers while simultaneously driving spot rates upward,” Josh Brazil, chief operations officer at data-
analysis firm Ocean Insights, said in an email. Consumer demand is expected to remain elevated until the Lunar New 
Year holiday in February, he added.

• Some 43.5% of containers at China’s Ningbo-Zhoushan port left on a different vessel than originally scheduled in 
October, up from 30.1% in September, according to data from Ocean Insights. The increase in the so-called rollover 
rate reflects a shortage of boxes and disruptions to the supply chain.

• While subsequent waves of the virus continue to restrict air travel, a recovery in consumer activity in China and 
around the world has pushed freight rates along the lucrative Shanghai to Los Angeles route to a record high of 
more than $4,000 per 40-foot box, or about $1,200 more than Drewry’s global composite benchmark.

• “Currently ports in the U.S. and the U.K. are becoming increasingly congested to the point of becoming 
overwhelmed, which is causing the global supply chain to become backed up even further,” Brazil said.
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British Ports are Scrambling as Brexit Deadline Looms Five Weeks Away
• With just over five weeks left until the end of the Brexit transition period, fear is continuing to rise that the UK ports, 

terminals, and the services that support the operations are not ready. Increasingly there are predictions of the 
consequences ranging from delays and backlogs to disruptions and chaos for the vital flow of goods into and out of 
the UK, while the government continues to issue assurances.

• According to the current timetable, on January 1, 2021, the first of the border controls are due to go into effect 
between the European Union and the UK. Operators around the UK report that critical tests on the systems required 
to manage the flow of goods have yet to be done leading to the fears that they will not be ready at the deadline. 

• BBC News is reporting that the tests for some of the systems are still two weeks away while they are reporting that 
the government says it is working closely with all parties to prepare for the end of the transition period. The BBC is 
quoting a government spokesperson as saying, "The delivery of IT systems necessary for the end of the transition 
period is on track."

• Despite the assurances, many remain unconvinced that ports and companies operating in the ports are prepared. 
The BBC reports that the Irish truckers’ association is the latest to predict upwards of six months of disruption based 
on where preparations stand today. They are citing the Holyhead port in Wales, which is the second busiest ro-ro 
port behind Dover. Despite assurances by the port’s operators, there are fears that the lack of preparation at 
Holyhead could disrupt the Irish short-sea trade for upwards of six months.  The Irish Road Haulage Association the 
BBC and other media outlets report said the first six months of 2021 would be “terrible” due to the lack of 
preparations with fears of “mayhem.”

• Predictions of the potential to interrupt the UK economy and industry are increasing. For example, they cite the 
automotive industry that functions on just-in-time delivery of parts necessary in production. 

• The UK’s busiest ports have already been scrambling to manage a rapid rise in cargo. With businesses seeking to 
restock and rebound from the earlier impacts of the pandemic, many ports are already experiencing heavy volumes. 
Adding to the challenges is a rush to get supplies across the borders before the deadline and new lockdowns due to 
efforts to control the latest wave of the virus.
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TravelCenters of America Turns In Solid Third Quarter Despite COVID-19 Challenges
• Despite the continued challenges presented by COVID-19, TravelCenters of America Inc. (TA) saw its fuel sales 

volume tick up and most of its full-service restaurants welcome back customers during the third quarter of 2020.
• For the three-month period, TA saw solid performances from both its fuel and non-fuel businesses, which "largely 

offset COVID-related decreases in four-wheel traffic and in our full-service restaurants," CEO John Pertchik 
reported during the company's third-quarter 2020 earnings call, held Nov. 4.

• In addition, TA's focus on managing costs delivered improved profitability vs. the prior quarter, the chief executive 
noted.

• Overall fuel sales volume increased by 8.5 percent, driven by an increase in trucking activity, new fleet customers, 
and overall increased volume from existing customers due to the early success of several company initiatives, 
according to Pertchik.

• Fuel gross margin for the three-month period ticked up 1 percent vs. the same period in 2019, boosted by higher 
diesel volume and the federal biodiesel tax credit and offset by a more favorable purchasing environment in the 
third quarter of last year.

FDA’s CBD Plan
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Walmart Health Debuts in Chicago
• Chicagoland has welcomed the Walmart Health concept with the opening of two                                                  

centers alongside a pair of revamped supercenters at 4650 West North Avenue                                                  
(Austin) and 8331 South Stewart Avenue. (Chatham). Both stores and health centers                                            
officially opened on Nov. 20.

• State-of-the-art Walmart Health locations offer affordable and accessible health care                                           
by teaming with local health providers to deliver primary care, labs, x-ray and                                                 
diagnostics, counseling, dental and hearing services in a single facility at transparent                                     
pricing, regardless of a patient’s insurance status. The retailer disclosed this past September that it would open the 
Chicago centers. 

Loblaw Continues to Revolutionize Canadian Health Care
• Continuing on its quest to be a one-stop digital health                                                                         

solution provider, Loblaw Cos. Ltd. is making its PC Health                                                                  
app available for more Canadians by expanding it to Alberta.  

• First launched in Atlantic Canada in October, the app is                                                                     
designed to empower Canadians with convenient access to                                                                      
health care resources and support. Albertans can log on to                                                                   
the PC Health app to get health or nutrition guidance via                                                                    
live chat with a registered nurse or dietitian, see their                                                                    
personal health goals and work to meet them through daily                                                                    
activities outlined in a variety of health programs.

• Loblaw has leveraged its expertise in food and nutrition                                                                     
along with experience in health care and pharmacy through Shoppers Drug Mart Inc., the licensor of full-service 
retail drug stores operating under the name Shoppers Drug Mart (Pharmaprix in Québec).
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Third Major COVID-19 Vaccine Shown to Be Effective and Cheaper
• Pharmaceutical company AstraZeneca said that late-stage trials showed its coronavirus vaccine was up to 90% 

effective, giving public health officials hope they may soon have access to a vaccine that is cheaper and easier to 
distribute than some of its rivals.

• The results are based on interim analysis of trials in the U.K. and Brazil of a vaccine developed by Oxford University 
and manufactured by AstraZeneca. No hospitalizations or severe cases of COVID-19 were reported in those receiving 
the vaccine.

• AstraZeneca is the third major drug company to report late-stage results for a potential COVID-19 vaccine as the 
world anxiously waits for scientific breakthroughs that will bring an end to a pandemic that has wrought economic 
devastation and resulted in nearly 1.4 million confirmed deaths.

UNICEF says to ship 2 billion COVID vaccines to poor nations in 2021
• At a G20 summit this weekend, leaders of the biggest 20 world economies pledged to ensure the equitable 

distribution of COVID-19 vaccines, drugs and tests so that poorer countries are not left out.
• Nearly 2 billion doses of COVID-19 vaccines will be shipped and flown to developing                                             

countries next year in a "mammoth operation," the U.N. children's agency UNICEF said                                         
on Monday, as world leaders vowed to ensure the fair distribution of vaccines.

• UNICEF said it was working with over 350 airlines and freight companies to deliver vaccines                                  
and 1 billion syringes to poor countries such as Burundi, Afghanistan and Yemen as part of                                   
COVAX, a global COVID-19 vaccine allocation plan with the World Health Organization (WHO).

• "This invaluable collaboration will go a long way to ensure that enough transport capacity is in                             
place for this historic and mammoth operation," said Etleva Kadilli, director of UNICEF's Supply Division, in a 
statement.

• COVAX - co-led by GAVI vaccine group, the WHO and the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations - aims to 
discourage governments from hoarding COVID-19 vaccines and to focus on first vaccinating the most at risk in every 
country.
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The looming health catastrophe that could be more deadly than COVID-19
o Antimicrobial resistance is a top 10 global public health threat.
o Risks arise when bacteria, viruses, fungi and parasites change over time and don’t respond to the drugs 

designed to kill them.
o Medicine overuse – in humans and agriculture – has exacerbated the problem.
o Antimicrobial-resistant infections could cause 10 million deaths a year by 2050, according to the Review on 

Antimicrobial Resistance.
o World Antimicrobial Awareness Week aims to promote action to limit the risks.
o Misuse of antibiotics during the COVID-19 pandemic may accelerate resistance, the WHO says.
o Superbugs. You’ve probably heard of them, but did you know they’re one of the biggest threats to global public 

health?
• Left unchecked, these drug-resistant bugs could kill millions of people every year with the damage to health 

potentially dwarfing that of COVID-19, according to the AMR action fund.
• Resistance is increasing, partly because antimicrobials have been overused since                                             

their discovery, and partly because poor sanitation and hygiene allow resistant                                              
strains to spread.

• In farming, antibiotics are often given to animals to boost their growth or to                                               
prevent diseases from spreading when livestock are kept in cramped conditions.

• COVID-19 has added another layer, with antibiotics being prescribed to people                                                   
around the world, even though it is caused by a virus, not by a bacteria, WHO says.

• Seeking to redress this, the AMR Action Fund has raised $1 billion from major                                                
pharmaceutical companies to invest in biotech and plans to bring as many as                                                  
four new antibiotics to patients by 2030.

• “AMR is a complex problem that requires a united multisectoral approach,” the WHO says. “Greater innovation and 
investment is required in operational research, and in research and development of new antimicrobial medicines, 
vaccines, and diagnostic tools.”
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Airbus, Boeing expected to turn to hybrid engine technology for new planes-lessor
• Airbus and Boeing are expected to turn to hybrid electric technology when they develop the next generation of 

airplanes because of limits on improving current engines, the head of a major aircraft lessor said on Thursday.
• Airbus is already working hard on a hybrid solution, but Boeing is likely to be more cautious about making a major 

investment in a new program given its challenges with the return of the 737 MAX and certification of the 777X, Air 
Lease Corp Chief Executive Steven Udvar-Hazy said at the Skift Aviation Forum.

• "I have serious doubts that either Boeing or Airbus can design an all-new airplane using current aerodynamic engine 
technologies that can have a meaningful - let's call it double-digit advantage over what we already have," he said in 
reference to fuel efficiency. "So what I see evolving is more of a hybrid.“

The droog e-fighter v2 is like a post-apocalyptic tesla cybertruck on two wheels
• Taking low-poly grunge as a deliberate design direction, the Droog DM-017 (also known as the E-Fighter V2) was 

designed to be the kind of e-bike that mirrors the anarchist end-of-the-world vibe this year has been so far. Building 
on the original E-Fighter, the V2 features an upgraded battery pack and brushless 2020 DS motor          by Zero, sitting 
underneath a faceted distressed-metal body that does a great job of adding character to the bike              … a feature 
that’s only further reinforced by the e-bike’s solid all-terrain wheels.

• The E-Fighter V2 also comes with an unusual headlamp that shines                                                                through two 
slits in the front metal panel. This linear lighting approach mirrors the                                                    
Cybertruck’s style and can even be found on the back with the                                                                
light-strip tail lamps. While the aesthetics hint at a combination                                                              
of futurism and performance, the bike is, in fact, built to live up                                                          
to those expectations. The brushless motor from Zero gives the                                                               
E-Fighter V2 80 lb-ft of instant torque and a top speed of 100mph.                                                              
The e-bike even features upgraded suspension in both front and rear                wheels, with adjustability                   
on the fly, and a Bluetooth-enabled app that allows you to change parameters as well as monitor your bike’s 
performance. 
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GM offers $500,000 to Cadillac dealers who want to opt out of the EV revolution
• According to Automotive News, GM is offering $300,000-$500,000 to any                                                           

Cadillac dealer who is not down with GM's ambitious plans to make Cadillac an                                                
all-electric brand. CEO Mary Barra last week outlined to investors GM's plan to                                                 
accelerate the transition to EVs, increasing spending on electric and self-driving                                              
cars by 35 percent to $27 billion in the next couple of years. The Cadillac Lyriq                                            
EV's launch has been accelerated to 2022, and by 2030, Cadillac could be out of                                              
the internal-combustion engine business altogether as GM's electric                                                             
standard-bearer.

• That might not appeal to a dealer who doubts the business case, or who doesn't want to gear up with the 
infrastructure to charge or service electric cars. Meanwhile, GM has been trying to thin its pool of Cadillac dealers for 
years, having last tried to muster out hundreds of its lower-volume dealers in 2016 with a much smaller lure of 
$100,000-$180,000, but it got few bites. This time, the buyout's being offered to all 880 Cadillac dealers and might 
prove to be a win-win.

Karma's Work EV Partner Ayro Raises $10M In Stock Sale
• Following up on Karma Automotive's announcement a few months ago,                                                            

light-duty electric vehicle maker Ayro said today it had raised $10 million                                                     
through new "definitive agreements with Carnegie Hudson Resources,                                                           
an investment arm of Wanxiang America, and several existing                                                                  
institutional investors." Ayro sold just over 3.7 million shares to Wanxiang                                                 
and the other investors for prices ranging from $6.06 and $8.91 per                                                          
share. The deal was finalized today.

• The sale brings another electric vehicle maker more firmly under Wanxiang's roof. Wanxiang Group is a Chinese 
conglomerate that owns both Wanxiang America, which in turn owns Karma Automotive, and A123 Systems, a 
company that has long been designing and selling batteries for electric vehicles.
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Under tough new EU green finance rules, hybrids wouldn't be green enough
• Car manufacturers will need to meet tight emissions limits for their activities to be classified as a sustainable 

investment under proposed European Union rules, which the auto industry said could undermine investment in the 
sector's green transition.

• Under green finance rules that kick in at the end of 2021, the EU will define which investments can be marketed as 
"sustainable" based on criteria that they make a "substantial contribution" to tackling or adapting to climate 
change. The EU aims to force providers of financial products to disclose which investments meet these criteria to 
avoid "greenwashing," or presenting a product as environmentally friendly even when it falls short, and steer 
private investment into low-carbon projects.

• The European Commission published proposals for the rules on Friday, opening them to public feedback before 
finalizing them this year. Under the rules, car manufacturing would only count as a "sustainable" investment for 
vehicles that emit less than 50g of CO2 per km. This would apply to passenger vehicles and freight vehicles that 
weigh less than 3.5 tons. From 2026, only zero-emissions vehicles in these categories would be classed as a 
sustainable, meaning hybrid vehicles would lose their "green" label.

The Rocket Engine That Proves Solar Thermal Propulsion Isn't Just a Crazy Theory
• Engineers at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory are prototyping a previously theoretical 

rocket design that could someday take spacecraft to interstellar space. Their plan? Use heat from the sun, rather 
than combustion, to power a rocket engine.

• Unlike a traditional engine that's mounted on the rear end of a rocket, the experimental solar-powered engine 
takes the shape of a flat shield made from black carbon foam. The engine would double as a heat shield, protecting 
the probe from the sun’s powerful rays, while coils of tubing filled with hydrogen lying beneath the surface absorb 
heat from the sun.

• The hydrogen expands, becomes pressurized, and then explodes out from a nozzle, generating thrust. The 
scientists call it solar thermal propulsion.
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